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APPENDIX
To

LECTURE
PART

I.
I.

Concerning the Improvements and new
Experiments in Electricity.

T

HE
in
Electricity
have Improvements
been so great and
numerous,
that it would be almost in vain to
attempt even the epitomizing of them all.
We must therefore refer our inquisitive
Readers to the several Authors who have
wrote on this Subject ; but still we think
it necessary in a Treatise of this Kind , that
there should be a larger Account of this
wonderful Power than what was given in
the first Edition of this Work ; and there¬
fore we have added by Way of Appendix,
two Papers of Experiments by Mr . Can¬
ton , as we find them in the Transactions

of the Royal Society. The first of which
is contained in N QLIII . of Vol . XLVIII.
Part I. The Title of which is,
E 2
’Electrical
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Electrical Experiments , with an Attempt to
account for their several Phanomena ; to¬
gether with some Observations on ThunderClouds , by John Canton , M . A . and
F . R . S.
Experiment i.

F

,
deling

convenient
any
or
ROM
Part ofthe a Room , let two Cord- balls,

each about the Bigness of a small Pea, be
suspended by Linen Threads of eight or
nine Inches in Length , so as to be in con¬
tact with each other . Bring the excited
glass Tube under the Balls, and they will
be separated by it, when held at the Dis¬
tance of three or four Peet ; let it be
brought nearer , and they will stand fatther
apart ; intirely withdraw it, and they will
immediately come together . This Expe¬
riment may be made with very small Brass
Balls hung by Silver Wire ; and will suc¬
ceed as well with Sealing -wax made electri¬
cal, as with Glass.
Experiment 2.

If two Cork-Balls be suspended by dry
Silk Threads , the excited Tube must be
brought within eighteen Inches before they
will

Appendix.
will repel each other ; which they will con¬
tinue to do, for some Time , after the Tube
is taken away.
As the Balls in the first Experiment are
not insulated , they cannot properly be said

to be electrified : But when they hang
within the Atmosphere of the excited Tube,
they may attract and condense the elec¬
trical Fluid round about them , and he se¬
parated by the Repulsion of its Particles.
It is conjectured also, that the Balls at this
Time contain less than their common Share
of the electrical Fluid , on Account of the
.repelling Power of that which surrounds
them ; though some, perhaps , is continu¬
ally entering and passing through the
Threads . And if that be the Cafe, the
Reason is plain , why the Balls hung by Silk,
in the second Experiment , must be in a
much more dense Part of the Atmosphere of
the Tube , before they will repel each other.
At the Approach of an excited Stick of
Wax to the Balls, in the first Experiment,
the electrical Matter is supposed to come
through the Threads into the Balls, and
be condensed there , in its Passage towards
the Wax : For, according to Mr . Franklin ,
excited Glass emits the electrical Fluid , but
excited Wax receives it.
Expert*
E 3
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Experiment 3,

Let a Tin Tube, of four or five Feet
in Length , and about two Inches in Dia¬
meter , be insulated by Silk ; and from.
one End of it let the Cork- balls be sus¬
pended by Linen Threads . Electrify it,
by bringing the excited Glass Tube near
the other End , so as that the Balls may
stand an Inch and a Half , or two Inches
apart : Then , at the Approach of the ex¬
cited Tube , they will by Degrees lose their
repelling Power , and come into Contact;
and as the Tube is brought still nearer,
they will separate again to as great a Dis¬
tance as before : In the Return of the
Tube they will approach each other till
they touch , and then repel as at first. If
the Tin Tube be electrified by Wax , or the
Wire of a charged Phial , the Balls will be
affected in the fame Manner at the Ap¬
proach of excited Wax , or the Wire of the
Phial.
Experiment 4.
Electrify
the Cork-Balls as in the last
Experiment by Glass ; and at the Approach
of an excited Stick of Wax their Repulsion
will be increased. The Effect will be the

same,
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fame, if the excited Glass be brought to¬
wards them , when they have been electrified
by Wax.
The bringing the excited Glass to the
End , or Edge of the Tin Tube , in the
third Experiment , is supposed to electrify
it positively , or to add to the electrical
Matter it before contained ; and therefore
some will be running off through the Balls,
and they will repel each other . But at the
Approach of excited Glass, which likewise
emits the electrical Fluid, the Discharge of
it from the Balls will be diminished ; or
Part will be driven back, by a Force act¬
ing in a contrary Direction ; and they will
come nearer together . If the Tube be held
at such a Distance from the Balls, that the
Excess of the Density of the Fluid round
about them , above the common Quantity
in Air , be equal to the Excess of the Den¬
sity of that within them , above the com¬
mon Quantity contained in Cork ; their
Repulsion will be quite destroyed. But if
the Tube be brought nearer ; the Fluid
without , being more dense than that within
the Balls, it will be attracted by them,
and they will recede from each other
again.
When
E 4
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When the Apparatus has lost Part of
its natural Share of this Fluid , by the Ap¬
proach of excited Wax to one End of it,
or is electrified negatively ; the electrical
Fire is attracted and imbibed by the Balls
to supply the Deficiency ; and that more
plentifully at the Approach of excited
Glass, or a Body positively electrified, than
before ; whence the Distance between the
Balls will be increased, as the Fluid sur¬
rounding them is augmented . And in ge¬
neral , whether by the Approach or Recess*
of any Body ; if the Difference between the
Density of the internal and external Fluid
be increased or diminished ; the Repulsion
of the Balls will be increased, or diminished
accordingly.
Experiment 5.
When the insulated Tin Tube is not
electrified, bring the excited Glass Tube
towards the Middle of it, so as to be nearly
at Right Angles with it, and the Balls at
the End will repel each other ; and the
more so, as the excited Tube is brought
nearer . When it has been held a few Se¬
conds , at the Distance of about six Inches,
withdraw it, and the Balls will approach
each
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each other till they touch ; and then sepa¬
rating again , as the Tube is moved farther
off, will continue to repel when it is taken
quite away . And this Repulsion between
the Balls will be increased by the Approach
of excited Glass, but diminished by excited
Wax ; just as if the Apparatus had been
electrified by Wax , after the Manner de¬
scribed in the third Experiment.
Experiment 6.
Insulate

two Tin Tubes , distinguished

by A and B, so as to be in a Line with
pack other , and about half an Inch apart;
and at the remote End of each, let a Pair
of Cork - Balls be suspended. Towards the
Middle of A, bring the excited Glass Tube ;
and holding it a short Time at the Dis¬
tance of a few Inches , each Pair of Balls
"will be observed to separate : Withdraw
the Tube , and the Balls of A will come
together , and then repel each other again;
but those of B will hardly be affected . By
the Approach of the excited Glass Tube,
held under the Balls of A, their Repulsion
will be increased : But if the Tube be
brought , in the same Manner , towards
the Balls of B, their Repulsion will be di¬
minished.

In

5»
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In the fifth Experiment, the common
Stock of electrical Matter in the Tin Tube,
is supposed to be attenuated about the
Middle , and to be condensed at the Ends,
by the repelling Power of the Atmosphere
of the excited Glass Tube , when held near
it. And perhaps the Tin Tube may lose
some of its natural Quantity of the elec¬
trical Fluid , before it receives any from
the Glass ; as that Fluid will more readily
run off from the Ends or Edges of it, than
enter at the Middle : And accordingly , when
the Glass Tube is withdrawn , and the Fluid
is again equally diffused through the Appa¬
ratus , it is found to be electrified negatively:
For excited Glass brought under the Balls
will increase their Repulsion.
In the sixth Experiment , Part of the
Fluid driven out of one Tin Tube enters
the other ; which is found to be electrified
positively , by the decreasing of the Repul¬
sion of its Balls, at the Approach of excited
Glass.
Experiment 7.

Let the Tin Tube , with a Pair
at one End , be placed three Feet
from any Part of the Room , and
rendered very dry by Means of

of Balls
at least
the Air
a Fire;
Electrify
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Electrify the Apparatus to a considerable
Degree : then touch the Tin Tube with a
Finger , or any other Conductor , and the
Balls will , notwithstanding , continue to re¬
pel each other ; though not at so great a
Distance as before.
The

Air surrounding

the Apparatus to

the Distance of two or three Feet , is sup¬
posed to contain more or less of the elec¬
trical Fire than its common Share , as the
Tin Tube is electrified positively, or nega¬
tively ; and when very dry , may not part
with its Overplus , or have its Deficiency sup¬
plied so suddenly , as the Tin ; but may con¬
tinue to be electrified , after that has been
touched for a considerable Time.

Having

Experiment 8.
made the Torricellian Vacuum

about five Feet long , after the Manner
described in the Philosophical 'Transactions,
Vol . xlvii . p . 370 . if the excited Tube be
brought within a small Distance of it, a
Light will be seen through more than half its
Length : Which soon vanishes, if the Tube
be not brought nearer ; but will appear again,
as that is moved farther off. This may be
repeated several Times , without exciting the
Tube afresh.
This

6o
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This Experiment may be considered as a
Kind of ocular Demonstration of the Truth
of Mr . Franklin 's Hypothesis ; that when
the electrical Fluid is condensed on one Side
of thin Glass, it will be repelled from the
other , if it meets with no Resistance. Ac¬
cording to which , at the Approach of the
excited Tube , the Eire is supposed to be re¬
pelled from the Inside of the Glass surround¬
ing the Vacuum , and to be carried off
through the Columns of Mercury ; but , as
the Tube is withdrawn , the Fire is supposed
to return.
Experiment

9.

an excited Stick of Wax , of two Feet

i

and an Half in Length , and about an Inch
in Diameter , be held near its Middle . Ex¬
cite the Glass Tube , and draw it over one
Half of it ; then , turning it a little about
its Axis , let the Tube be excited again , and
drawn over the same Half ; and let this Operation be repeated several Times : Then will
that Half destroy the repelling Power of
Balls electrified by Glass, and the other Half
will increase it.

.

Let

By this Experiment it appears , that Wax
also may be electrified positively and nega¬

tively .

And it is probable , that all Bodies
whatsoever

j
|
;
j
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whatsoever may have the Quantity they
contain of the electrical Fluid , increased,
or diminished . The Clouds , I have ol>*
served, by a great Number of Experiments,
to be some in a positive , and others in a
negative State of Electricity . For the
Cork - Balls, electrified by them , will some'times close at the Approach of excited
Glass ; and at other Times be separated to
a greater Distance . And this Change I
have known to happen five or six Times
in less than Half an Hour ; the Balls comb¬
ing together each Time , and remaining
in Contact a few Seconds , before they re¬
pel each other again . It may likewise
easily be discovered, by a charged Phial,
whether the electrical Fire be drawn out
of the Apparatus by a negative Cloud , ot
forced into it by a positive one : And by
whichsoever it be electrified, should that
Cloud either part with its Overplus , or
have its Deficiency supplied suddenly , the
Apparatus will lose its Electricity : Which
is frequently observed to be the Case, im¬
mediately after a Flash of Lightning . Yet
when the Air is very dry , the Apparatus
Will continue to be electrified for ten Mi¬
nutes , or a Quarter of an Hour , after the
Clouds have pasted the Zenith ; and fometimes
2

6i
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times till they appear more than Half -way
towards the Horizon . Rain , especially
when the Drops are large , generally brings
down the electrical Fire : And Hail , in
Summer , I believe never fails. When the
Apparatus was last electrified, it was by
the Fall of thawing Snow ; which hap¬
pened so lately , as on the 12 th of Novem¬
ber ; that being the twenty -sixth Day , and
sixty- first Time , it has been electrified,
since it was first set up ; which was about
the Middle of May . And as Fahrenheit 's
Thermometer was but seven Degrees above
freezing , it is supposed the Winter will
not entirely put a Stop to Observations of
this Sort . At London, no more than two
Thunder - Storms have happened during the
whole Summer : And the Apparatus was
sometimes so strongly electrified in one of
them , that the Bells, which have been fre¬
quently rung by the Clouds , so loud as to
be heard in every Room of the House (the
Doors being open ), were silenced by the
almost constant Stream of dense electrical
Fire , between each Bell and the Brass Ball,
which would not suffer it to strike.
I shall
conclude this Paper , already too
long , with the following Queries :
i . May
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1. May not Air, suddenly rarified
, give
electrical Fire to, and Air suddenly con¬
densed, receive electrical Fire from , Clouds
and Vapours passing through it ?
2. Is not the Aurora Borealis, the Flash¬
ing of electrical Fire from positive, towards
negative Clouds at a great Distance, through
the upper Part of the Atmosphere , where the
Resistance is least ?
As the ingenious Author of the forego¬
ing Paper has given no Plate to illustrate
those Experiments with Figures ; and as
he has since contrived to Ihew them in a
more neat and elegant Manner by Means of
Dnnking - GlaJseSy we shall therefore repre¬

sent the Experiments this Way , as it may
be easily practised by any private Person
for his own Amusement . Therefore , in
Fig. i . let A B and CD represent two pi at el.
Pieces of Wood about six or eight Inches to this
long , half an Inch wide, and -A of an Inch ^ ppen~
thick ; and at the End of each, let two fine
Flaxen Threads be fixed, of about six Inches
in Length , with two round Balls (about the
Size of a white Pea, made of the Pith of
Elder ) be suspended ; then if the excited
Tube be brought under the Balls at B, they
will separate, and repel each other , while
the

64.
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the Balls hanging from CD remain in Con¬
tact , placed at a Distance AC from the
other ; but if, while the Balls at B are
electrified, the Glass be moved so that the
Piece of Wood A B come in Contact with
the Piece C D, then the Balls at B will
lose half the electric Fluid , which will
be communicated to the Balls at D, and
they will now repel each other ; and the
Distance between the Balls at B and D will
be but half what it was at first between
the two Balls at B. This Cafe is repre¬
sented by the two Pieces of Wood at EF
and G H.
The

Pieces of Wood

at I K. and LM

represent the Case of the sixth Experi¬
ment , where the Balls of L M are electri¬
fied negatively , and those of IK positively.
This

Method of supporting the Pieces of

Wood with the Balls on Glasses, may be
applied to a great Variety of curious Expe¬
riments , with regard to positive and nega¬
tive Electrification , under all tire different
Circumstances which have been mentioned
in this Paper , and in those that follow in
the next by the fame Author.
The

Torricellian

Vacuum,

mentioned

in the eighth Experiment , is here repre¬
sented in Figure the id , where a c b repre¬
sents
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sents a hollow incurved Tube of Glass,
whose Heighth ac is about three Fe<.t. This
Tube is first filled with pure Mercury , and
then the Orifice of each Leg is inverted in
two small Basons of Mercury a b. The
Mercury in the Tube will subside from the
upper Part c to the equal Heighths no in
each Leg ; then will there be a Vacuumy
as in the common Barometer , in all the
upper Part of the Tube . This Tube is
then fixed in the Frame A B C D, either
hapfed or tied on with Strings , as repre¬
sented at d g ef c, which Frame is fastened
to the Side of the Room . If now, from
the Prime Conductor i k, a Wire or Flaxen
String h carry the electric Matter to the
Bason b, it will run through the Quick¬
silver into the vacuous Part of the Tube,
and produce the surprising Appearance of
a Torrent of electrical Fire in the darkened
Room , which will continue as long as the
electrical Machine is in Motion.
The

3d Figure represents a tall Glass Re¬

ceiver, exhausted by the Air - Pump ; and a
pointed Wire pasting through a Cork in
the Top conducts the electrical Fluid from
the Machine to this Vacmim, The
Ma¬
chine being put in Motion , and the Room
darkened , the Spectator will observe the
Vol . I,

F

Electricity
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Electricity descending from the Point of the
Iron , in the Appearance of a liquid Stream,
of Fire, of a pale whitish Hue , like Phospho¬
rus, and of a thick Consistence, like Cream;
which plainly shew that the electrical Mat¬
ter , as it is produced from common Bo¬
dies, is of a very different Nature from
the Matter of common Light or Fire, as
it hath a very different Colour , Smell , and
Consistence ; and that it is not the pure
Matter of Light , or indeed any Thing
similar to it, is evident from hence , that
it has no different Refrangibility in its
Rays , which is the well known Pro¬
perty of Light ; and therefore upon the
Whole we may conclude, that if Light¬
ning , the Aurora Borealis, & c. be the Ef¬
fects of Electricity , the Matter is still sup¬
plied to the Clouds and the upper Regions
of the Air from the Earth below , in the
manner as Sir Isaac Newton has taught in
his Book of Optics , and which we have
already taken Notice of in the first Part of
this Lecture.
Another
of Mr. Canton’s Papers is con¬
tained in Number XCIII . Part II. of the
same Vol . under the following Title:
A

A Letter
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A Letter to the Right Honourable the Lar I of
Macclesfield, President -of the Royal Society^
concerning some new eletlrical Experiments,
by John Canton , M , A . and F . R . S.
My Lord,

A SElectricity
,
since

the

Discovery

os

it in the Clouds and Atmosphere , is
become an interesting Subject to Mankind;
your Lordship will not be displeased with
any new Experiments or Observations that
lead to a farther Acquaintance with its
Nature and Properties.
The

resinous and vitreous Electricity of

Mr . Du Fay , which arose from his observ¬
ing Bodies of the one Class to attract , what
those of the other would repel , when each
were excited by Attrition , received no
Light till the Publication of the second
Part of Mr . Franklin 1s Experiments ; where¬
in it appears , that the one Kind of Bodies
electrify positively , and the other negatively;
that excited Glass throws out the elec¬
tric Fire , and excited Sulphur drinks it in.
But no Reason has yet been assigned, why
vitreous Bodies should receive, and resinous
Bodies part with this Fire , by rubbing
them . Some Persons indeed , of constdeF 2
rable
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rable Knowledge In these Matters , have
supposed the Expansion of Glass, when
heated by Friction , to be the Cause of its
receiving more of the electric Fluid than
its natural Share ; but this Supposition
cannot be made with regard to Bodies of
the other Sort, such as Sulphur , Sealingpart with it when
Wax , &c. which
treated in the same Manner . The follow¬
ing Experiments , first made at the latter
End of December 1753 , and often repeated
since, may perhaps cast new Light on this
difficult Subject.
Having

Plate’II.

rubbed a Glass Tube

with

a

Piece of thin Sheet-lead and Flower of
Emery mixt with Water , till its Transpa¬
rency was entirely destroyed ; after mak¬
ing it perfectly clean and dry , I excited it
with new Flannel , and found it act in all
Respects like excited Sulphur or SealingWax . The electric Fire seems to issue from
the Knuckle , or End of the Finger , and
to spread itself on the Surface of this Tube,
in the beautiful Manner represented at A
and B in Fig. 1.
If this rough or unpoliffied Tube be
excited by a Piece of dry oiled Silk (espe¬
cially when rubbed over with a little Chalk
or Whiting ), it will act like a Glass Tube
with

69
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with its natural Polish. And
the Fire appears only at the
End of the Finger ; where it
condensed before it enters ; as
in Fig. 2.
Bot

in this Cafe,
Knuckle , or
is very much
at A and JS Plate II.

if the rough Tube be greased all

over with Tallow from a Candle , and as
much as possible of it wiped off with a
Napkin , then the oiled Silk will receive a
Kind of Polish by rubbing it, and after a
few Strokes , will make the Tube act in the
same Manner as when excited at first by
Flannel.
The

oiled

Silk , when

covered

with

Chalk or Whiting , will make the greased
rough Tube act again like a polished one :
But if the Friction be continued till the
Rubber is become very smooth, the electric
Power will be changed to that of Sulphur,
Sealing -Wax , &c.
Thus

may

the

positive and

negative

Powers of Electricity be produced at Plea¬
sure, by altering the Surfaces of the Tube
and Rubber ; according as the one or
other is rpost affected by the Friction be¬
tween them : For if the Polish be taken
off one Flalf of a Tube , the different
Powers may be excited with the same Rub¬
ber at a single Stroke . And the Rubber is
found
F 3
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found to move much easier over the rough,
than over the polished Part of it.
That

polished

Glass electrises

positively,

and rough Glass rubbed with Flannel ne¬
gatively , seems plain , from the Appear¬
ance of the Light between the Knuckle,
or End of the Finger , and the respective
Tubes ; but yet may be farther confirmed
by observing, that a polished Glass Tube,
when excited by smooth oiled Silk , if the
Hand be kept at least three Inches from
the Top of the Rubber , will at every Stroke
appear to throw out a great Number
of diverging Pencils of electric Fire, as
Plate II . in

Fig, 3 ;

but

not

one

was

ever

seen

to accompany the rubbing of Sulphur,
Sealing -Wax , &c. nor was I ever able to
% make any sensible Alteration in the Air of
a Room , merely by the Friction of those
Bodies : Whereas the Glass Tube , when ex¬
cited so as to emit Pencils , will , in a few
Minutes , electrify the Air to such a Degree,
that (after the Tube is carried away ) a Pair
of Balls, about the Size of the smallest
Peas , turned out of Cork , or the Pith of
Elder , and hung to a Wire by Linen
Threads of six Inches long , will repel each
other to the Distance of an Inch and an
Jfalf , when held at Arm ’s- length in the
Middle
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Middle of the Room. But their Repulsion
will decrease as they are moved toward the
Floor , Wainscot , or any of the Furniture;
and they will touch each other when
brought within a small Distance of any
Conductor . Some Degree of this electric
Power I have known to continue in the
Air above an Hour after the Rubbing of
the Tube , when the Weather has been
very dry.
The Electricity from the Clouds, in the
open Air , may be discovered in the same
Manner , if the Balls are held at a sufficient
Distance from Buildings , Trees , &c. as I
have several Times experienced , by a Pair
which I carry in a small narrow Box , with
a sliding Cover, (Fig. 4 .) so contrived as to pi
keep their Threads straight , and that they
may be properly suspended, when let fall
out of it : and these Balls determine whe¬
ther the Electricity of the Clouds or Air
be positive, by the Decrease ; or negative,
by the Increase of their Repulsion , at the
Approach of excited Amber or SealingWax.
To electrify the Air , or Moisture con¬
tained in it, negatively ; I support by Silk,
between two Chairs placed Back to Back
at the Distance of about three Feet, a Tin
Tube
F 4

ate

^
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Tube with a fine Sewing - needle at one
End of it ; and rub Sulphur , Sealing -Wax,
or the rough Glass Tube , as near as I can
to the other End , for three or four Mi¬
nutes . Then will the Air be found to be
negatively electrical ; and will continue so
a considerable Time after the Apparatus
is removed into another Room.
The

times

Air without - doors

I have some¬

known to be electrical in clear
Weather ; but never at Night , except when
there has appeared an Aurora Borealis, and
then but to a small Degree , which I have
had several Opportunities of observing this
Year. How far positive and Negative Elec¬
tricity in the Air , with a proper Quantity
of Moisture between , to serve as a Con¬
ductor , will account for this , and other Me¬
teors sometimes seen in a serene Sky , I shall
leave to the Curious in this Part of Natural
Philosophy to determine . That dry Air
at a great Distance from the Earth , if in an
electric State , will continue so till it meets
with a Conductor , seems probable from
this Experiment : An excited Glass Tube
with its natural Polish, being placed up¬
right in the Middle of a Room , by put¬
ting one End of it in a Hole made for that
Purpose in a Block of Wood , will gene¬
rally

Appendix.
rally lose its Electricity in less than five
Minutes , by attracting to it a sufficient
Quantity of Moisture , to conduct the elec¬
tric Fluid from all Parts of its Surface to
the Floor. But if, immediately after it is
excited , it be placed in the fame Manner
before a good Fire, at the Distance of about
two Feet, where no Moisture will adhere
to its Surface, it will continue electrical a
whole Day ; and how much longer I know
not . It may not be improper to mention
here , that if a solid Cylinder of Class be
set before the Fire till quite dry , it may as
easily be excited as a Glass Tube , and will
act like one in every Respect : The first
Stroke will make it strongly Electrical.
,
In a Paper I laid before the Royal Society■

on the 6th of December last , I conjectured,
that the Electricity of the Atmosphere might
be observed even in the Winter ; which I
have since found to be true : For in the
succeeding Months of January , February ,
and March , my Apparatus was electrified
no less than twenty - five Times , both posi¬
tively and negatively , by Snow , as well
as by Hail and Rain ; and to almost as great
* a Degree when Fahrenheit ’s Thermometer
1was between 28 and 54, as I ever knew
1, it in the Summer , except in a Thunder¬
s' Storm,
I SHALL
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I shall
be glad, if these Observations :
and Experiments may engage Persons of
more Leisure and superior Abilities to pur¬
sue this Inquiry ; as it is highly prdbable
their Researches would be rewarded by
many useful Discoveries. I have the Ho¬
nour to be,
My Lord , & c.

PART

II.

The Method, of making Artificial
Magnets.
E have already intimated , that
VV
Magnetism may be communicated
by many different Ways to Bars of Iron,
without the Touch or Use of real Mag¬
nets ; and this has been done in an ex¬
traordinary Manner by Mr . Savory, Mr.
Lovelace, Dr . Knight , Mr . Mitchell, Mr.
Canton, and others at home ; also the Messrs.
Du Hamel and Antheaume at France . But
though the Methods taken by those Gentletlemen are different , yet the force commu¬
nicated to Steel Bars, properly tempered,
is nearly the fame in all ; and the Method
of

Appendix.
of succeeding best In these Cases is generally
deduced from a great Number of Experi¬
ments . For we are yet too little acquaint¬
ed with Nature , and the Laws of Mag¬
netism , to reason directly , or a priori
■
, con¬
cerning its Properties ; and as the strongest
artificial Magnets I have yet seen are those
made by Mr . Canton, I shall give his Paper
directing the Method of making them , as
it is contained in N ° VI . Vol . XLVII,
of the Franfaflions , under the following
Title:
A Method of making artificial Magnets moith^
out the Use of natural ones; communicated
to the Royal Society , by John Canton,
M . A . and F . R . S,

PRocure
a Bars
;

|
f
\ the

Dozen
six
of
soft
Steel,
each three Inches long , one Quarter of
an Inch broad, and one twentieth of an Inch
thick , with two Pieces of Iron , each Half
the Length of one of the Bars, but of the
fame Breadth and Thickness ; and six of
hard Steel, each five Inches and an Half
long , Half an Inch broad, and threetwentieths of an Inch thick , with two
Pieces of Iron of half the Length , but the
■
*vhole Breadth and Thickness of one of
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the hard Bars : And let all the Bars be
marked with a Line quite round them at
one End.
Then

take an Iron Poker

and Tongs

*

(Fig. i .) the larger they are, and the
longer they have been used, the better;
and fixing the Poker upright between the
Knees , hold to it near the Top one of the
soft Bars, having its marked End down¬
ward , by a Piece of sewing Silk, which
must be pulled tight with the left Hand,
that the Bar may not Hide: Then grasping
the Tongs with the right Hand a little be¬
low the Middle , and holding them nearly
in a vertical Position, let the Bar be stroked
by the lower End , from the Bottom to
the Top , about ten Times on each Side,
which will give it a magnetic Power sufficient
to lift a small Key at the marked End:
Which End , if the Bar was suspended on
a Point , would turn toward the North , and
is therefore called the North Pole, and
tfie unmarked End is, for the same Rea¬
son, called the South Pole of the Bar.
Four

of the soft Bars being impregnated

after this Manner , lay the other two (Fig.
2 .) parallel to each other , at the Distance
of about onc-fourth of an Inch , between
* Or two Bars of Iron.

the
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the two Pieces of Iron belonging to them,
and a North and South Pole against each
Piece of Iron : Then take two of the four
Bars already made magnetical , and place
them together , so as to make a double Bar
in Thickness , the North Pole of one, even
with the South Pole of the other ; and the
remaining two being put to these, one on
each Side, so as to have two North and
two South Poles together , separate the
North from the South Poles at one End
by a large Pin , and place them perpendi¬
cularly with that End downward , on the
Middle of one of the parallel Bars, the
two North Poles towards its South , and
the two South Poles towards its North
End : Slide them backward and forward
three or four Times the whole Length of
the Bar, and removing them from the
•Middle of this , place them on the Middle
of the other Bar, as before directed , and go
over that in the same Manner ; then turn
both the Bars the other Side upward , and
repeat the former Operation : This being
done, take the two from between the
Pieces of Iron , and placing the two outer¬
most of the touching Bars in their Room,
let the other two be the outermost of the
four to touch these with : And this Process
being
I

7s
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being repeated till each Pair of Bars have
been touched three or four Times over,
which will give them a considerable mag¬
netic Power , put the half dozen together
after the Manner of the four (Fig. 3 .)
and touch with them two Pair of the hard
Bars, placed between their Irons , at the
Distance of about half an Inch from each
other : Then lay the soft Bars aside ; and
with the four hard ones let the other two
be impregnated (Fig. 4 .) holding the touch¬
ing Bars apart at the lower End near two
tenths of an. Inch , to which Distance let
them be separated after they are set on the
parallel Bar, and brought together again
before they are taken off : This being ob¬
served, proceed according to the Method
described above, till each Pair have been
touched two or three Times over. But as
this vertical Way of touching a Bar will
not give it quite so much of the magnetic
Virtue as it will receive, let each Pair be
now touched once or twice over in their
parallel Position between the Irons (Fig. 5 .)
with two of the Bars held horizontally,
or nearly so, by drawing at the same Time
the North of one from the Middle over
the South End , and the South of the other
from the Middle over the North End of a
parallel
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parallel Bar ; them bringing them to the
Middle again without touching the paral¬
lel Bar, give three or four of these hori¬
zontal Strokes to each Side .
The hori¬
zontal Touch , after the vertical , will make
the Bars as strong as they can possibly be
made : As appears by their not receiving
any additional Strength , when the vertical
Touch is given by a greater Number of
Bars, and the horizontal by those of a
superior magnetic Power .
This
whole
Process may be gone through in about half
an Hour , and each of the larger Bars, if
well - hardened *, may be made to lift
twenty - eight Troy Ounces , and sometimes
more. And when these Bars are thus im¬
pregnated , they will give to an hard Bar of
the same Size , its full Virtue in less than
* The Smith ’s Manner of hardening Steel, whom I
have chiefly employed, and whose Bars have constantly
proved better than any I could meet with beside, is as
follows : Having cut a sufficient Quantity of the Leather
of old Shoes into very small Pieces, he provides an Iron
Pan , a little exceeding the Length of a Bar, wide enough
to lay two Side by Side without touching each other or

the Pan , and at least an Inch deep. This Pan he
nearly half- fills with the Bits of Leather , upon which
he lays the two Bars, having fastened to the End of each
a small Wire to take them out by : He then quite fills
the Pan with the Leather , and places it on a gentle flat
Fire , covering and surrounding it with Charcoal . , The
Pan being brought to somewhat more than a red heat, lie
keeps it so about half an Hour , and then suddenly
quenches the Bars in a large Quantity of cold Water.

two

So
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two Minutes : And therefore will answer
all the Purposes of Magnetism in Naviga¬
tion and experimental Philosophy , much
better than the Loadstone , which is well
known not to have sufficient Power to im¬
pregnate hard Bars. The half dozen being
put into a Cafe (Fig. 6 .) in such a Manner,
as that two Poles of the same Denomination
may not be together , and their Irons with
them as one Bar, they will retain the Vir¬
tue they have received : But if their Power
should, by making Experiments , be ever
so far impaired , it may be restored with¬
out any foreign Assistance in few Minutes.
And if, out of Curiosity , a much larger
Set of Bars should be required , these will
communicate to them a sufficient Power to
proceed with , and they may in a short Time,
by the same Method , be brought to their
full Strength.
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